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Most of the time new things are creating concerns …
but this also has a benefit, that it will think about 

any problem by running up to its
recognition take three steps 
j in the first stage it encounters lack of
understanding and rejection
k in the second stage it is fight
l in the third it is regarded as obvious
Hopefully I can convince you about the advantages
of VSM world wide sunrise series and you take part
If not … try to accept it and let us make these
new experiences and review after 1-2 years.
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VSM - Organisation
VSM Organizer:
VSM Jury:

Ansgar Nüttgens (GER)
VSMfreeflight ( at ) gmail.com

Walt Ghio (USA), Leslie Farkas (CAN),
Mario Rocca (ITA)
VSM Region godfather: Allard van Wallene (NED) Middle Europe
Gary Madelin ( GBR)
North/ West Europe
???
South/ East Europe
Brian van Nest (USA)
outside Europe

VSM Website: Shlomi Rosenzweig (USA)
VSM is coordinated
with Liudmila Stamova
and she support VSM !
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any comment www.vsmsunrise.org/Contact
looking for VSM country coordinator in all open
countries as promotor - please contact me by mail !
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VSM Board
Head of VSM Board
Coordination
Shlomi
Rosenzweig

Webmaster
Head of results
and online data
Godfather
South/ East
EUROPE

Godfather
Non
EUROPE
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VSM country coordinator
Thank you for beeing volunteer country coordinator
VSM Godfather region:

missing

= confirmed
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Task of VSM
godfather region
• Support of introduction of VSM together with
country coordinator in his region
• Being partner of the VSM country coordinators
for queries and communication inside his region
• being a strong VSM supporter and developing
this series by taking over responsibilities for
activities like VSM sunrise contests
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Task of VSM
country coordinator
• Coordinating the communication process for installation
of VSM in his country by
- publishing on websites, forum, mail to the sportmen
- translation in own laguage of VSM overview slides
• Being partner of sportsmen in his country for queries
• being a strong VSM supporter and developing this series
by taking over responsibilities for activities like
coordinating VSM sunrise contests, if possible
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task of VSM Jury
Walt
Ghio

Neutral Supervisor
of VSM Board
Advisor
for the VSM board

Mario
Rocca

Taking control, that
VSM is running to the rules
Decision making
in case of discrepancies,
disagreements or protests*

VSM
Jury

Leslie
Farkas

reserve:

Evgeny
Verbitsky

* Any protest must be send with a protest fee of 25€ to the VSM Jury
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